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ABSTRACT:Sentiment analysis over Twitter offers 

organisations and users a fast and effective way to 

monitor publics’ feelings towards events especially 

during crises, hence, motivated much work on twitter 

data. In this study, predictions on positive, negative and 

neutral sentiment based on security are analysed. A 

polarity classification of tweet messages was done with 

VADER algorithm considering contextual analysis. The 

analysis was performed by removing stop words in the 

tweet along with Wordnet lemmatiser for the 

morphological analysis of words in the features sets. As 

well as subjected to word sense disambiguation to 

consider contextual usages of words using a path length 

corpus based lexicon. Term Frequency (TF) and Term 

Frequency Inverse Document Frequency (TFIDF) are 

used as feature extraction from tweets and evaluation of 

the features reduction was carried out by calculating the 

accuracy of the predictions on sentiment and tweet 

messages with Chi-Square to explore the possibly useful 

features. Finally, validations are done with machine 

learning models at different sequence to compare the 

performance between each model. 

KEYWORDS: Sentiment analysis, Word sense 

disambiguation, Natural Language Processing, Chi-

Square, VADER. 

 

1.0 INTRODUCTION 
 

Social networking sites also called micro blogging 

are the fastest emerging in recent years which 

become a real time communication channel. Several 

researches have been done in the field of social 

networking namely, classification of topics, 

sentiment analysis of users’ opinion, event detection, 

community detection, etc. Users of social media 

communicate instantly about the real time 

happenings and express their opinion on a common 

topic publicly through their computers or mobile 

phones [M+08]. Twitter is one of the popular online 

social blog and has vast amount of information 

available in the form of tweets where many users 

post tweets related to an event. Twitter has been 

found to be faster than news channels but it is 

difficult to extract and analysed relevant information 

from people’ opinion (sentiment) and classify users’ 

tweet using traditional approaches. Methods of 

sentiment analysis can be categorised predominantly 

as machine-learning [MHK14], Lexicon-based 

[T+11] and hybrid [PT09, MM13] Mining such 

valuable information reflects aspects of real-world 

societies and helps to identify the events that 

occurred over space and time.  

There are numerous research challenges inherent in 

traditional methods of analysing twitter data. The 

challenges faced in recent time are short messages 

filled with spams, slang or internet memes which 

lack semantics. Also, the view of the user depends 

on sentiment analysis of tweets not just the binary 

polarity (positive or negative), but the strength of the 

sentiment expressed in text. However, data from 

social media come in great volume and velocity with 

large number of features or parameters 

(dimensionality) for evaluating classifier. This 

makes the processing computationally infeasible and 

pose problems for machine learning as predictive 

models, therefore, run the risk of over fitting. Such 

large number of features may reduce the possibility 

of getting higher accurate results from testing 

datasets. Contrarily, on the context issue, word has 

many meanings. To extract the correct meaning of a 

word according to the context, the Natural Language 

Processing (NLP) task known as Word Sense 

Disambiguation (WSD) is used. A NLP embedded 

with Semantic Network (WordNet) utilises hard 

coded techniques in order to perform lexical analysis 

on textual data considering the number of words and 

function words as feature set. This can be evaluated 

and implemented on a semantic similarity metrics to 

determine the affective content of a word in different 

dimensions [Y+12]. Valence Aware Dictionary for 

sEntiment Reasoning (VADER) lexicon performs 

exceptionally well in the social media domain 

[HG14]in terms of polarity taking into consideration 

the contextual emotion such as punctuation, slang, 

modifiers. This mapped to intensity values and 

performs normalisation to strengthen the sentiment 

rather than positive, negative or neutral labels. For 

feature reduction utilises a direct change to shape 

streamlined information set holding the qualities of 

the first information set. A Chi-Square and some 

other feature selection solve the problem of 

dimensionality of features without losing 
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information in the original dataset. This helps to 

improve text classification accuracy and filtering 

[SCS17]. In order to add accuracy to the model and 

disambiguate words in twitter, a semantic Wordnet 

corpus is used with different supervised machine 

learning techniques to learn set of target words. The 

aim is to build a classifier that maps each occurrence 

of a target word in a corpus to its senses. In other 

words, the context of an occurrence of a target 

words in the corpus is represented as a feature 

vector, the classifier estimates the word senses on 

the basis of its context.  

This paper focuses on security. Security is a state of 

being free from danger or threat. The safety of a 

nation or organisation must be provided against 

criminal activity such as terrorism, attack, 

kidnapping, theft or espionage. Recent research 

studies have demonstrated that social networks have 

the opportunity to strengthen national security and 

are used to benefit the government such as warning 

or trend prevention. As well as a monitoring tool, to 

recognise the first signs of any hostile or potential 

dangerous activity by collecting and analysing 

message. On the Twitter platform, users’ interests on 

topics can be extracted from the published tweets to 

construct and then apply models to predict or make 

conclusion on an event.Illustration on the relation 

between sentiments of twitter post related to security 

is examined with different machine learning 

techniques. 

The paper is organised as follows: Section 2 presents 

background and related works. Proposed method of 

sentiment analysis with classification models in 

section 3, while presenting the collection of data 

from social networks based on the vocabulary 

associated with security. Section 4 gives 

experimental results, conclusion and future works 

are given in Section 5.  

 

2.0 BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK 

 

Internet users tend to express opinions, feelings and 

talk about lives and activities of everyday life via 

twitter [GME17]. Twitter allows the users to post 

messages called tweets which is no longer than 140 

characters. Each user has several followers, who can 

retweet their post. Using the Twitter follower graph 

might improve the polarity classification [S+11]. 

Because of its huge users, the content they tweet 

also varies based on their interest and behaviour 

[KPA08]. Users of tweet publish tweets on real time 

on their opinions on any topic. Twitter can be called 

a dynamic source of information [A+12, LD13], 

mining or analysing such rich source of data can 

provide unknown information. It has also become a 

powerful tool to monitor activity such as terrorists 

and also predict crimes [S+11]. Mining opinion 

research works are done at the level of the document 

or sentence [WGB12]. According to [BNG11], an 

event is a real-world occurrence e with a time period 

Teand a stream of twitter messages discussing the 

event during the period Te. This definition has a 

twitter scope and is related to an increased amount 

of messages in a time window.  

Sentiment analysis is treated as a task of natural 

language processing at several levels of granularity 

where classifications are generally based on the 

identification of opinion words. Present 

methodologies choose a selection of words and 

hashtags to follow during an event with tweets 

containing the selected words being deemed relevant 

to the event [WZL11]. In [EBG11], two approaches 

are suggested for sentiment analysis: the machine 

learning approach which converts each text into a 

list of words (unigram), consecutive word pairs (bi-

gram) or consecutive word triplets (n-gram). Then 

based it upon some human coded set of texts which 

learn features and associate it with sentiment scores 

to classify the new cases. Secondly, the lexical 

approach uses some grammatical structure of 

language and some list of words with sentiment 

scores and polarities. Each of these methods cannot 

only be applied on tweet due to its volume and 

grammatical flaws. It this study the two methods are 

used to have a better accuracy. 

Data collection in most existing work on twitter used 

Twitter4j application programming interface (API) 

which is is an integrated Java library with all 

services related to Twitter. Twitter data were 

extracted from Twitter by using official Twitter 

TweepyAPI to gather data for the prediction. The 

aim was to use Twitter data to understand public 

opinion. After the collection of data, automatic 

buzzer detection is used to remove unnecessary 

tweets/ retweets and then analysed the tweets 

sentimentally by breaking each tweet into several 

sub-tweets. Many dictionaries have been created 

manually such as ANEW (Affective Norms for 

English Words) or automatically such as 

SentiWordNet [BES10], TextBlob[SYR17] that 

allow estimating a score of the negativity, positivity 

and objectivity of the tweets, their polarity and 

subjectivity but neglect the aspect of the context 

especially in the area of domain.  Each word may be 

represented in one or more sense (polysemous) 

[WAH14]. Word Sense Disambiguation (WSD) is 

the ability to disambiguate a word that can have 

many senses based on its usage context. This can be 

achieved through engaging knowledge based 

method, using WordNet, which is a lexical database. 

In Wordnet, the words are grouped into synsets 

representing the meaning of the words and hence 

semantic similarity between two synset is computed 

by measuring the path-length based similarity. This 
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leverages WordNet to score sentiment according to 

the English part of speech used in the text and add 

accuracy to the model.  

A lot of work has been done to analysed tweet 

sentiments by applying machine learning techniques 

along with semantic analyses to classify product 

reviews or sentences. Also, different feature ranking 

techniques were presented which helps to improve 

text classification accuracy and filtering [SCS17]. 

However, [LD13]proposed a method which 

combines supervised learning that is capable of 

extracting, learning and classifying tweets with 

opinion expressions. They used mutual information 

and chi-square as feature selection methods to 

reduce the features in the dataset with Naive Bayes 

classifier. This improved the accuracy with better 

result with chi-square. This method was adopted 

with maximum optimisation to reduce the dimension 

of the features. A regression model was used in 

[DTF14]while [V+15, A+11] rely on other methods 

like Naive Bayes, Support Vector Machines (SVM), 

and Decision Trees (J48). Semantic user modeling 

has been done based on twitter posts in [MAM17]. 

They suggested a formula for user’s similarity which 

is based on topic discussed by the users, however, 

all the corresponding machine learning algorithms 

classifier were found on the training tweets data 

using WEKA [The13]. In[KU16], theyemployed 

sentiment analysis to determine the polarity of 

English and Tamil tweets (bilingual) and word sense 

disambiguation to figure out the contextual usage 

and further the sentiment of the words are classified 

using the Support Vector Machine. Khan et al. 

[KKK13] proposed a method of word sense 

disambiguation (WSD) using matrix map of the 

semantic scores extracted from SentiWordNet of 

WordNet glosses terms. The correct sense of the 

target word is extracted and determined for which 

the similarity between WordNet gloss and context 

matrix. The method achieves an accuracy of 90.71% 

at sentence level sentiment classification. In 

[SYR17], Textblob was used for preprocessing and 

polarity, the polarity confidence calculation and 

validation are obtained by SVM and Naïve Bayes 

using Weka. It was reported that Naïve Bayes gives 

the highest accuracy. While [A+18] adopted hybrid 

approach that involved a sentiment analyser and 

machine learning, this provides comparison of 

techniques of sentiment analysis.  

 

3.0 METHODOLOGY 

 

The proposed method are categorised into two parts: 

the online (extraction of Twitter data) and offline 

(analysis of the twitter sentiment). The architecture 

of proposed method on security detection is based 

on extraction of data from Twitter in real time. 

VADER algorithm is used to categorise the tweets 

into positive, negative and neutral. This evaluates 

the effect on detection of events from Twitter, 

hence, preprocessing, feature extraction and features 

selection as well as WordNet semantic similarity for 

improving the vocabulary of the tweet.Finally, 

different machine learning models are used for 

validation. 

 

3.1 Data Collection 

 

Twitter is structured as a directed graph, each user 

can choose to follow a number of other users 

(followees), and followed by other users (followers). 

Therefore, data are collected in three forms: the User 

type represents users' profiles; the Tweet type 

represents posted messages and the follow type 

represents relationships among users as shown in the 

Figure 1.  

In this work, the tweets are collected using the 

search word defined as the query. For the extraction 

of Twitter, a token and access keys are obtained, 

hence, a Python library called Tweepy is connected 

to Twitter API to access the public security data. 

Twitter dataset is taken several times for more 

tweets are necessary from the Twitter page. Tweets 

posted by users in the form of hashtags are 

considered to express opinions about current 

security trends in Nigeria shown in figure 1. During 

this period, event related to security in Nigeria are 

considered. In order to easily determine the degree 

of security issues such as terrorism, insurgence, 

kidnapping etc. of each tweet, the recipients 

involved are identified and then stored. In the 

dataset, retweets are filtered out to avoid repetitions 

of tweets. The dataset contains 2,703 tweets for a 

period of 4weeks. 

 

3.2  Sentiment Text Analysis 

 

In preparing text for analysis, managing large 

datasets such as Twitter need preprocessing. Since 

the tweet are not categorized, polarity and 

subjectivity of the sentiment analysis was extracted 

using VADER algorithm to allow estimating score 

of the tweets for positive, negative and neutral 

words. VADER performs better across domains. 

Figure 2 categorize the sentiment into positive, 

negative and neutral with VADER algorithm. 
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Figure 1: Selected Tweet Datasets 

 

 
Figure 2: Categorization of Sentiment Analysis with 

VADER 

 

3.2.1 Preprocessing 

 

This is a vital part of any NLP system as characters, 

words, and sentences identified are crucial for 

preprocessing, it includes: 

 Data filtering and Data cleansing: These 

removed noisy data and unwanted data such as 

special character (#, @, !.), URL, username, non 

ASCII characters from the text. 

 Normalization: Text data are changed from 

upper case to lower case.  

 Tokenization: All tweets are transformed into a 

well represented format known as token using 

Natural Language Toolkit (NLTK).  

 Uni-gram Feature: It is assumed that words are 

independent from each other and it disregards 

the order of appearance, therefore a uni-gram 

(Bag of Words) is used as a baseline model. This 

represents text as unordered set of words.  

 Stopwords:All stopwords whose length is 

greater than four (4) are removed from the stop 

words leaving words such as ‘in’, ‘the’, ‘of’ etc. 

with exception to words such as : no, not, none 

to help the sentiment negativity. 

The proposed method exploits some additional 

features for sentiment analysis that extend the 

representation of tweets. 

 Part of Speech (POS tagging): This helps to 

extract contextual word in NLP, it identifies and 

treats different meaning of polysemy word and 

setting POS taggingto noun. 
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 Semantic Analysis: In order to disambiguate a 

word with many sense based on its usage 

context, Leacock and Chodrow semantic 

similarity WordNet is used where each word is 

associated with others (interconnected). That is 

two words are close to each other when they are 

semantically similar, hence, determine the 

pathlength similarity of the two words as 

synonym, then, map the words and examine 

their relationship. It checks the similarity of the 

words that the user uses in their tweets. The 

benchmark is set to 2.5 and above since the 

maximum positive score is 3.6 and maximum 

negative score is -3.6 for the similarity 

 Lemmatisation: Instead of using stemming as 

most existing work, a WordNet lemmatiser 

provided by python is used. This considered the 

morphological analysis of words in the features 

sets and reduces to its dictionary based form e.g. 

go, goes, gone, foot, feet and improves 

classification performance. 

 

3.2.2 Feature weighting 

 

After preprocessing, the remaining data are 

subjected to different features methods in order to 

improve the accuracy of sentiment classification, for 

the purpose of finding strongly related words for 

relevant documents and dimensionality reduction of 

features. The extraction of each feature is 

transformed into feature vector in binary form. The 

following feature extraction and selections are used 

for this study and the dataset was reduced into 

different training set for maximum optimisation. 

 Term Frequency (TF): This normalised the 

length to 1, no bias for short or longer words. 

 

],[log(1)( dtftTF      (1) 

 

where, ],[ dtf  is the count of term t in 

document d  

 Term Frequency-Inverse Document 

Frequency (TFIDF): This determines 

important word in the Twitter dataset. IDF put 

less weight on common terms by normalising 

each word with the inverse in corpus frequency. 

Then, adjust using Inverse Document  

Frequency (IDF). 

 

IDFTFTFIDF      (2) 

])[log(][ tdfNtidf   
 

Where, N is the total number of document in the 

dataset, 

][tdf  is the number of documents containing 

the term t  

 Chi-Square :)(
2 This is use to improve 

classification performance and efficiency. It 

normalised values by weeding out words that are 

independent of class, hence, irrelevant for 

classification. It represents the degree of 

relationship of features, however, use for finding 

spam tweets. It measures how much expected 

counts and observed counts deviate from each 

other. 
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Where, f is a feature (a term in the Twitter), 

B  is the number of times f occurs without t , 

t  is a target variable for prediction, 

C  is the number of times t occurs without f , 

N is the number of observation, 

D  is the number of times neither t and f occurs, 

A is the number of times f   and t  co-occur. 

 

3.3 Classification Model  

 

The model was tested on the training dataset to 

obtain the accuracy result of each classifier method 

using 10-fold cross-validation. The transformed 

dataset with tfidf  and TF features using prediction 

such as Gaussian Naïve Bayes, Logistic regression, 

Support Vector Machine, Decision Tree and 

Random Forests models are used in prediction tasks. 

The description of each model and reasons for 

selecting these models are as follows:  

Given a polarity label y where, y  = {positive, 

negative and neutral}, and features vector x , target 

function f and  Probability P .  

 

1. Logistic Regression 
Logistic regression uses a Logistic function to estimate 

probabilities between positive or negative label y and 

features vector ix for the purpose of classification.  
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Figure 3: Proposed Architecture of Tweet Sentiment Analysis and Classification 

 

2. Nave Bayesian 

When assumption of independence hold  
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where y is the label and x is a dependent feature 

vector of size n and )...( ,2,1 nxxxX  . 

3. Support Vector Machine 

It is used to minimize the misclassification error 

(Optimisation problem) 

 

)(maxarg iyYy xfy       (6) 

 

where xwxf yy )(  is a classifier associated with 

label y . 

Tweets Preprocessing 

Removal of Special Characters, 
URL etc. 

Normalisation: Upper case to 

Lower case. 

Tokenisation(Unigram) 

Stopword except no, not, none 

VADER Algorithm 

Neutral Negative Positive 

Polarity Classification of  Sentiment Analysis 
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4.  Decision Tree 

A Decision tree impelling chooses significant 

features. Choice tree actuation is the learning of 

choice tree classifiers, building tree structure where 

every inside hub (no leaf hub) signifies quality test. 

 

)(log 2

1

pPD
n

i

i


      (7) 

 

Where ip is the probability that arbitrary vector in D 

belongs to label i . 

 

5. Random Forest 

This builds multiple decision (ensemble) trees and 

merges them together to get better accurate 

prediction. 

 

)()(
1

yxPyxP
n

n     (8) 

 

Algorithm : The sentiment Analysis algorithm for a 

Twitter Text 

Input: A Twitter Text 

Output: Sentiment Polarity and Classification 

1. // use vader sentimiment analyzer for Twitter 

data 

    sid = SentimentIntensityAnalyzer() 

    #0 - Negative, #1 - Positive, #2 - Neutral 

    for i  in range(0,len(train_dataset_filter)): 

        ss = sid.polarity_scores(original_tweet) 

        if ss["compound"] == 0.0:  

            vader_dataset['vader'][i] = 2 

        elif ss["compound"] > 0.0: 

            vader_dataset['vader'][i] = 1 

        else: 

            vader_dataset['vader'][i] = 0 

2.     custom stop word removal(limit to 4 letters 

to avoid negativity filtering) 

    tweet = customStopwordRemoval(tweets) 

3.    // wordSenseDisambiguation using leacock 

for all the tweets 

    tweet = lch_similarity(word1_syn, 

word2_syn) 

4.    //turn all tweets into matrix/vector 

    bow = TfidfVectorizer(tweet) 

5.    kbest_feature = [{}]; 

    kbest_num = 5000; 

    counter = 0 

    for (k = 0; k< kbest_num; k++){ 

        kbest_feature = getChi2Features(bow) 

        counter = counter + 1 

        if len(kbest_feature) == 1000 : 

            break 

6. Classifier algorithm  

     
4.0 RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

 

In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed 

method, an experiment were performed on 2703 

tweets dataset collected and transformed into 5283 

bags of words after preprocessing and feature 

weighting.In calculating the average classification 

accuracy for the test data, then equation 9 is used. 

 

Accuracy 
 




y

i iiii

ii

tnfpfntp

tntp

1

   (9) 

 

Where, itp are true positive    

itn are true negative 

ifp  are false true positive  

ifn  are false true negative 

y is the number of labels 

 

Table 1 : TFIDF with Chi-Square on MLT 

KBest NB LR DT RF SVM 

1000 0.7468 0.7523 0.7135 0.7597 0.5638 

1500 0.7671 0.7486 0.7246 0.7542 0.5638 

2000 0.7394 0.756 0.7079 0.7431 0.5638 

2500 0.7283 0.756 0.7079 0.7579 0.5638 

3000 0.732 0.7579 0.7098 0.7412 0.5638 

3500 0.7652 0.756 0.7153 0.7357 0.5638 

4000 0.7079 0.7505 0.7043 0.7375 0.5638 

4500 0.6969 0.7486 0.6876 0.7449 0.5638 

5000 0.671 0.7412 0.7024 0.7468 0.5638 

 
Table 2: Term Frequency with Chi-Square on MLT 

KBest NB LR DT RF SVM 

1000 0.7079 0.7985 0.7227 0.7505 0.5638 

1500 0.7837 0.7967 0.7043 0.7338 0.5638 

2000 0.7116 0.7967 0.7098 0.7375 0.5638 

2500 0.7190 0.7856 0.7172 0.7542 0.5638 

3000 0.7116 0.7893 0.7116 0.7449 0.5638 

3500 0.7338 0.7819 0.7061 0.7431 0.5638 

4000 0.6987 0.7837 0.7098 0.7375 0.5638 

4500 0.6987 0.7837 0.7024 0.7634 0.5638 

5000 0.6691 0.7726 0.6950 0.7616 0.5638 
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Figure 4: TFIDF with Chi-Square on MLT 

 

 
Figure 5: TF with Chi-Square on MLT 

 

Table 1 and 2 with figure 4 and 5 illustrate the 

comparison of classification accuracy of Gaussian 

Naïve Bayes (NB), Random Forest (RF), Decision 

Tree (DT), Support Vector Machines (SVM), 

Logistic Regression (LR) with the Chi-Square 

optimization algorithm in relation to the feature 

extraction (TFIDF and TF)to the classification 

accuracy and the number of tweet inUni-grams.The 

findings indicate that the Logistic Regression 

classification method with the given tweet data is the 

best (min 7412 andmax 0.7579) for tfidf and (min 

7726 and max 0.7985) for tf withclassification 

accuracy in comparison to the analyzed classifiers. 

Support Vector Machine sentiment classification 

method performed poorly and is stable as the values 

of average classification accuracy are constantin 

comparison to other methods while Random Forest 

performed better than Decision Tree as an ensemble 

method. However, Random Forest achieved 0.01-

0.02 higher average classification accuracy results in 

comparison to Naïve Bayes and Support Vector 

Machine, but the difference is not statistically 

significant. Also, tfidfis used to generate the most 

frequent terms in the bag of words as in figure 6 

such as herdsmen, attack, community, machete, 

security, guard, Nigeria etc. 

 

 
Figure 6: Tweet Most Frequent Words 
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CONCLUSION  

 

The comparison of Gaussian Naïve Bayes (NB), 

Random Forest (RF), Decision Tree (DT), Support 

Vector Machines (SVM), Logistic Regression (LR 

methods for sentiment analysis classification is 

presented in this paper. The experimental results 

have shown that the Logistic Regression 

classification method for sentiment analysis 

performed higher average of classification accuracy 

than other method, but the difference is not 

statistically significant. However, it shows that the 

most frequent terms in the tweet is Machete, this 

shows that machete is mostly used in the attack in 

the Nigeria security for the attacks. 

The investigation indicates that increasing the size of 

the training data set from 1000 to 5000 leads to 

insignificant growth of the classification for the 

classifiers. These results show that a training set size 

of 2500 per sentiment class is sufficient for all 

analysed classification accuracy related to the uni-

gram features. More work can be done including the 

stopwords and using bi-gram and n-gram words with 

the classification. 
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